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*Attribution: „For all questions about Open Access.“ 

Katrin Falkenstein-Feldhoff, Sonja Hendriks: https://

h5p.org/node/635471. License: Attribution 4.0 Interna-

tional (CC BY 4.0). 

Derivative of:  

 „Informationsmaterial E-Publikationsdienste UB 

Duisburg-Essen : Postkarten“. Universitätsbibliothek 

Duisburg-Essen. https://doi.org/10.17185/

duepublico/47994

  „Open Access Week 2017 : Poster und Postkarten“ 

Postcards: Karte_Schoko,  Karte_E-Bike,  Kar-

te_Kleinwagen. Universitätsbibliothek Duisburg-

Essen. https://doi.org/10.17185/duepublico/44723

All postcards used are licensed under 

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License

(CC BY 4.0)   

**Attribution: „An overview of postcards on Open 

Access.“ Sonja Hendriks: https://h5p.org/node/639292 

License: Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).  

Postcards used in this collection: 

 „OpenAccessBleiben“. Kooperativer Bibliotheksver-

bund Berlin-Brandenburg : https://www.kobv.de/

wp-content/uploads/2017/11/

OAWeek_Postkarte_5_final_CC.pdf.

 „Finden Sie die Gemeinsamkeiten“. Universitätsbib-

liothek der TU Berlin.: https://www.ub.tu-berlin.de/

fileadmin/pdf/Verlag/OpenAccess/OA-Postkarten-

2016_Fahrrad.pdf. 

 „Werden Sie sichtbar!“. Universitätsbibliothek 

Duisburg-Essen: https://duepublico2.uni-due.de/

go/UBepubMaterial/Postkarten/

OpenAccess_Postkarte_2019.pdf

All postcards used in this collection are licensed under 

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License

(CC BY 4.0)   

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons 

Attribution 4.0 International License. 

Original  source:  https://www.needpix.com/photo/
download/1239237/banner-blank-board-empty-hand-hold-
holding-isolated-man (CC0)

URL: https://duepublico2.uni-due.de/servlets/MCRFileNodeServlet/
duepublico_derivate_00071361/Using_CC-Licenses_TASL_flyer.pdf
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Collection 

The bringing together of individual creative 

works in a thematic context without changing 

them is called a collection (e.g. songs or 

poems on a particular topic by different 

creators).  

The license of the new collection applies only 

to newly created parts of the work (e.g. a 

foreword or a newly designed book cover).

A new collection may not contradict the 

licenses of the individual works. For example, 

if a work used in the collection is under one 

of Creative Commons' non-commercial 

licenses, it may not be used in a commercial 

collection.  

Adaptation 

An adaptation (or derivative work / remix) is 

based on the works of others, but is itself a 

work in its own right, original enough to be 

protected by copyright. Determining the 

originality of a work is often not easy and 

varies from copyright to copyright of a 

particular country. However, there are some 

typical cases of adaptations that are usually 

considered as such: The translation of a work 

from one language to another or the film 

version of a novel can serve as examples to 

illustrate the term. 

When using works under a CC license for 

adaptation, it must be borne in mind that not 

all licenses are compatible. For example, a 

license that includes ShareAlike (SA) excludes 

others that are not identical (with the 

exception of a few non-CC licenses that serve 

the same purpose, for more information, see 

https://creativecommons.org/share-your-

work/licensing-considerations/compatible-

licenses/). When combining works that contain 

different versions of CC licenses, it is 

recommended to always use the latest version 

for the adaptation (currently 4.0). 

Furthermore, it is best practice to include the 

most restrictive license element from the 

original works in your own license because it 

makes the re-use of your adaptation easier for 

others.  

Attribution* (see back of the flyer) 

Reuse CC-licensed works 

When reusing CC-Licensed Works, the most 

important thing to know is how to provide 

attribution for different possibilities of 

creation. In this context copying a CC 

licensed work and sharing it is pretty simple. 

But for changing and reusing a work it is 

essential to understand the difference 

between a collection and an adaptation in 

order to using the CC-Licenses correctly in the 

new work. 

Attribution** (see back of the flyer) 
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